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ABSTRACT
Thls repor t  is  a rev iew of  the larqe
I i ! c - . ' u , '  o n  o r l ' n p e t o L ' r ; .
I ts  a im ls  ro p lace the keY l i teratur :e
in context  and into a consastent
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INARODUCTlON
The thernal behaviour of soils has consequences in many fierds of
environmentaf research and technology. As the surface lthich intercepts
much of the inconing solar radiation, the soil is an important source
of heat for the lower ai:mosphere, tthite its porous structure piovi'les
micro-environnents which are insulated fr.om the extremes of heat and
cold at the surface, and yet freely ventiLated and provideal ltith
water and nutr ients.
In biology and ecology the soil temperature is an inportant controlLing
factor, having obvious relevance to seealling ernergence anal lhe activitv
of soil organisns (which from the agrlcultural point of vie!,/ wifl
inctude pests and diseases),  Keen and Russel l  (1921) r ikened condi-
tions in an English soil in sumner to those in a 2O-c laboratorv
incubato!. rn winter conditions are less favourable, but even then
the soil proviales a certain amount of thernal insulation for dorlnant
The thernal properties of soil are sonretines of inportance in englneer-
ing appl icat ions; for instance Murray anal whal ley (1954) neasured
thermal properties with the ann of predictinq temperatures of oil flow-
ing through a buried pipel ine'  ohi le Fluker (1958) was inter:ested in
the soil as a source of heat for heat pump systens. Research into
thermal nigrat ion of moisture is inportant for f rost heave predict ion'
Much of the work relatlng to soil heat. and particularly to the vertical
fLux of heat through lhe soil, has been concerned wXth the energy
balance of the land surface and wi-th the size of the soil heat flux
term in evaporation equations. The combination method of evaporation
prediction depends stronqly on the surface heat budget, and in some
circumstances heat storage in the soi l  can nake a signi f icant contr i -
bul lon to lhis term in rhe equat ion.
r t  is not surpr is ing, in view of rhe breaatth of the f ie ld of appl ica-
tion and the nunber of disciptines involved, lhat soil temperature has
a large and waried l i terature, with no consistent notat ion. This
report  is an attempt to place sone of that l i terature (but by no neans
all of it) in context and to force upon it a first approxiration to a
consistent structure.
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The variation of soll
been of  inLerest ,  and
Iast century. Baver
STUDIES OF SOII- TEMPERATURE
ternperature with season and titne of day has long
nany series of measurenents were obtaineal in the
(1956) and ceiger (1965) give a number of
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references to European work, white Fitton and Brooks (I93I, cited by
Richards e, Ilia 1952'j collated data from nany sources in the u.S-A.
A particularty detailed study was Perforneal at Mccil'l university'
Montreal,  by cat lenalar and Mcleod (1896),  using plat lnum resistance
therrnoneters buried at seven alepths ln the soil for a period of 18
ncnths. They recof,ileal daily lenperatures at f23oh at depths between
25 nrn and 2,74 n, not ing in their  dtscussion of the results that this
temperature represenled a daity ninimun at o-25 m, a naxinluD at o-5 n
and just above the taean at O-1 m. Fluctuations of pelioal of the order
of, ten days, caused by weather conditions, were sDrootheal out at O,5 n.
It \{as possibte to observe the effect of snow lyinq on the ground over
the winter,  insulat ing the.ground f lon heat losses (Figure I)  .
Measurenents at Rothamsted? Itertforil shile , at the single depth of
O,15 m, l rere descr lbed by Keen and Russel l  (1921).  They discusseal the
relationship between soil and air tenperature for the diurnaf cycle,
and presented diagraBs showing the type of variation observed over. the
seasons. In $inter, for instance, fluctuations in air ternperature
vrere extrenely i!(egular, whife soil tenperatules valied snoothly. In
sunner, clear days were characterised by sLrong periodic variations
which !,rexe afso observed in the soll {Figure 2) . The data were subjected
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F IGURE 2
to a detailed analysis, but the lack of thernometers at other depLhs,
non-destructive techniques for soil moisture measurenent or instantan-
eous radiation neasurements neant that the analysis of the effects of
sunshine, rain and soit noisture was somewhat inconclusive. Valuable
results lrhich did enelqe were the compalisons betlreen the O.15 n
thermograph and si$pler neasurements: for exanple the o.3 m soi-
thernoneter in its steel lube qives a readinq at 09oo h representative
of the mininun temperature at O.15 m, while the rDaxinum air ternperatuie
neasured in a screen at 1.5 n above ground level gave an estj$ate of
the maximum soi l  temperature at O.15 m. soi l  tempexatures at this
depth varieil in such a way that the daily mean could be estimated as
the average of the daily maxinun and nrinimun-
The effect of the changing seasons on the diurnal fluctuations of soil
tenper:ature $as further discussed by Keen (1931) with reference to the
Rothansted results. In winter the smooth vallation in soil temperature
is due to the high specif ic heat of the soi l  ( the effect of  moisture)
and a l-ow fevel of solar radiation. In spring the increase in radia_
tion brings about a steady increase in the alaily nean soif tenPerature,
while the reduction in specific heat as the soil dries out causes an
increase in the oagnitude of diulnal ffuctuations. In sunmer the
tenperature ranqe is limited by a decrease in the thennal conductivity
of the soi l  with the decrease in noisture content.
Cultivation, by creating an open-textureil laye! at the soil sulface,
changes the themal properties of the soil profiLe and hence the soil
temperalule. West ( I933) invest iqated the effect of  cul t ivat ion on
two adjacent plots a! Gri f f i lh,  New South Wafes- The nulch layer,
o,t3 n deeP, caused a damping of the diurnal t:mperature variation an'l
a r:eduction in the seasonal maxinun bv about 3-C.
Data acquisition systems and conputers have Eaale possible the collection
of nuch greater quantities of data, and nore sophisticated analysis
methods (see, for example, the studies conallrcteal bv Fluker 1958, Pearce
and Gold 1959).  carson (1963) used soi l  lenperature data from Argonne,
Irlinois, !,,hich haal been obtained fxom tesistance thermcureters at depths
of up to 8.84 m belo!.t grounal levet. Air tempelature was recoxileal as a
ten ninute averaqe once an hour. Fourier anatysis was then used to
investlgate the attenuation of annuat and diurnal coinponents wlth depth-
A considerable amount of data reduction was necessarv to extract the
relevant inforination fron the nass of data collecteal.
Another. stuily usinq nodern electronic equiprnent was that of Wierenga
et alia (19'70), who neasured the effects on soif lemperature of
irrigation with wal.In and colal r.rater. The princiPal effects observed
wexe a reduction in the mean temperatule due to evaporative cooling,
and r:eduction in the ranqe of fluctuations as a result of the increase
in heat capacity of the noist soil. In this expeli$ent the conputer
was usd to simulate soil ternperature variation uniler certain sinplifv-
ing assunptions.
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The relationship between soil and air tenperatures was studied bY Kalna
(1971).  with special  leference to condit ions i !  the upper 20 iDn, ohere
seed gernination takes place- over a 14 yea! period, daily maxlnun
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and minimum aix temperatures were recorded, and soil temperatures v/ere
measured by a rnercury-in-steel thermograph with the cenEe of lts I8 nrm
dianeter bulb at 13 nn belolr a bare so1] surface. The experirental
site was at Katherine Research Statlon in the Northern Teiritory of
Australia, a tropical savannah area. l4inimurn air and soil te-mperatures
taken over penlads, five-tlay intervals, r,rere founal to be closefy corre-
Lated and approximately equal, but a graph of air naximun agalnst
soil maxinun sho\,/ed a natural division of the year inlo five climatic
periods which could be e:.p1ained on the basis of seasonal c l imat ic
siqniftcant seasonal effects were also noteal by Krishnan and Kushwaha
(1972),  workinq in the ar id zone of India at Jodhpur.  The effect of
the southwest Monsoon was apparent, causlng a depression of the annual
naxinun in soiL tenperatures-
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In Arctic regions the soil temper:ature assumes an obvious inportance,
and the thermal behaviour of the soil can prorEote or inhibit the
fornation of pernafrost conditions- Luthin and cu),mon (1974) related
soil temperatures ao the vegetative cover, and found that vegetatsion
and pernafrost interacted in a conplex way. For instance, peat-for4rinq
vegetat ion could insulate the soi l  f rom summer sola! radiat ion, whi le
the surface peat, frozen during the winter, had a nuch higher vrinter
thennal conductivity and altowed the escape of heat. Thus the soil
ternperature was lo,/,tered and pernafrost woutd develop, inpeding alrainaqe
and encoulaging the spread of the mosses which forned peat.
Richards et 4Li4 (1952) revie$€d the instruments which have been used
in studies of soi l  temperature.
( i )  Mercury- in-gfass thermoneters are useful  for s ingle dai ly readings,
or for maxirnrn and mininun neasurenents, and for caltbration stanatards.
Two patterns are $ide]y used: rhe lonq-srem rhernrometer whose butb is
permanently in posit ion at the glwen depth, and the laqged thernoneler,
nhich is suspended in a steel tube which ser:ves to integrate the soil
tenrperature over a significant deprh.
( i i )  Mercury- in-steet thermographs have the advantage of providinq
a cont inuous recoral  without the need for electr ic power or etectronics.
A thernograph using di f fer:ent ial  expansion of metats was used by Keen
a n d  R u s s e l l  { 1 9 2 1 ) .
( l i i )  Thernocouples have been a very popular choice. because of their
aalvantages of snal l  s ize, cheapnass and stabi l i ty.  The cofd junct ion,
often a problem with thermocouples, is usual ly posi t ioned at the base of
the prof i le,  where temperatures can be expected to be constant,
( iw) Resistance thermomerers uere used rn an early stualy by cal lenaiar
and Mcleod (1896). Their advantage ovei rhernocouples is accuracy of
measulement,  anal in certain appt icar ions rheir  large spat ial  extent
conrbined with lolr  heat capacity.  Suomi (1957) bui l t  ' temperature
integrators' .  1ar9e nlckel coi ls whlch could give a spariaf  nean of
temperatures in the uppe! soil.
(v) After initial problerns with drift, themislors are corninq into
use as a cheap, accurate tempelature sensor with a much higher
thermal coeff ic ient of  resistance than the metals used for resi-stance
3 .
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF SOIL TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS
The tenperature of the soil ls detemlned by the flow of heat up$rards
fron the inter io!  of  the earth and by condit ions at therground surface-
The flo!, of geothermal heat 13 so snall (atJout o-o4 vin ') thal for
nost puxposes i t  nay be neglected (Dinent and Robertson 1963).  The
qeotlermal tenper.ature gradient assoclateal wiLh this flot, is about
O.O3-C per metre (Keen l93l) ,  and gladients of annual nean tenperature
of about this or:der shoulil be expected in the soil.
There being no signi f icant sources of heat within the soi l ,  the soi l
surface is lhe most important source of variation in soil tenperature-
solar radlat ion reaching the soi l  surface is ref lected in part ,  tbe
renainaler being used to heat the soll anal the air and to evaporate
watel  (Penman 1948).  Where vegetat ion ts present,  the plant surfaces
intercept nost of the lnconing radiation, anal the soil receives much
of its heat fr.orn r;-radj.ation and by conduction fron the air. sone
of the heat is re-radiateal at  long ! ,avelenglhs'  accordinq to Stefan's
Law, the soil surface behaving as a black body.
When the soi l  surface is heated, energy is transported vert ical ly by
conduction through the soil by the do!,nward thermal gradient. At niqht
the thelrnal graalient near the surface reverses, and heat is retutned to
tie sutface to be radiated, lost by conduction to the air: or used foi
evaporation fr:oB the soil surface. Deeper in the soil the tenperattre
alistr:ibufion takes lhe form of a wave which propagates downwards, being
attenuated rapidly- I t  is a feature of the equat ion of heat conduct ion
that this wave involves no net transport  of  energy (Figure 3).
In addition to the strong aliurnal wave, which is nost prominent on
clear sumner days, lhere is an annual wave whr.ch penetrates to a
nuch greater depth- Keen (1931) gave a detai led account of the
propagation of diurnal and annual waves, and other accounts may be
found in more recent general  wolks by Geiger (1965),  Rose (1966) and
M o n t e i t h  ( I 9 7 3 ) .
The homogeneous conductor EoaleL
The obselved variations in soil tempelature at a site beai a strong
resenblance to tenperature variations inside a seni-infinite hono_
geneous conductor: subjected to a periodic sufface tenperature, and
this nodel, attributed to Fourle!, has been used extensively to
describe soil phenonena, with var.ying degrees of success (Thomson 1461,
caf lendar anal Mcleod 1896, Mccul loch 1959, carson 1963, Krishnan and
Kushrraha l-972).
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FIGURE 3 Do\rrward propagalion of di.urnal temperarure wave in a
honoqeneous soi l .  The f igures beslde each curve are ln
hours after the noment of maximun surface temperature.
The equat ion for the one-dimensional conaluct ion of heat in a sol id is
( r )
where T is tempeiature, I the thermal conducaivity of the nedium,
p its density and c ils specific heat. The assumption of homogenelty
results in the simDlified eouatlon
a , .  ar .
tr a2r ar
ct=6;
The combinat ion l /pc is referred to as
naler iat  and is usual ly alenoted by K,
a t  z  =  O ,
( 2 )
the thermal allffusivity of the
AppLying the boundary condition
I lz,  L) = t  
oexp l-z/D) cos(ot -  z/D)
which has the required form of an attenuating wave propagatang oo1{!r-
wards ( i .e .  in  the d i rect ion of  z  increasing) .  The d is tance D.
sonet imes referred to as the rdanping depthr  (van wi jk  & de vr ies 1963),
and seeking solutions nrith perj.odic forn anal angular frequency (,,
results in a solution
T  ( O ,  t ) = T cos rrJt +
The equation of heat conduction (2) is
the foro (4) nay be superposed Lo give
periodic boundary conditlon, explessed
and de vr ies f963) -
A (uJ, z) Ao {ui)  exp (-zlD)
, 2 K ,  t
I
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+T
T
T
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and ls the alepth in i,,hich the wave amplitude is reduced by a factor
of e.  I t  is obvious fron (5) that low frequency osci l lat ions, such
as the annual variatlon of s8lface teioperature, will penetrate !o
greater depth than high frequency oscillations such as the diurnal
wave. This e>.pression also provides an explanation of the observa-
tion that minor irxeguldlities in the diurnal trave are r.apially snoothed
out, so that the aliurnal variation j.n soil tenoperature becomes nore
closely sinusoidal at  greatei  depths;
linear:, so that solutions of
the solution for ary general
as a Fourier ser ies (van Wijk
For any given Fourier cornponent with angnrlar frequency ur, the
arDptitude of the soil temperature valiation
while Lhe phase
@  l @ ,  z )
lihere the hcdrogeneous conductor Bodel is valial, plotting the natural
logarithn of the anplitudl against depth wifl yield a straight line
whose gradient is -llD, while a plot of the phase angle in raalians
wiu yleld a straight l ine with gradlent f /D. Uslnq equat ion (5)
i t  is possible Lo derlve two est imaLes of K, which should be equal.
Deviations floB the honogeneous conaluctor moalel are imDediately
ewidentr, either as a failure to plot on a straight line, or as a
atiscrepancy betlreen the axopLitude and Phase estjrates of K, The
nethocl $ay be used when temperatures a! only tl.'o depths are availabte
(Mcculloch 1959), but is rnost accurate when used lrith data fron
sevelal  depths (vlest 1952).  (Figure 4).  Ser: lous discrepancies
between the arplitude and phase estinates inply that the homogeneous
co$ducto! model is lnapproprlate (Lettau 1954, Mcculloch and penman
1 9 5 6 ) .
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F IGURE 4
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Depth , m
I h e  p h a s e  s h j f r  d n d  t h e  n d c u r d l  l o g a ! , l f f r  o f  t h e
amptitude of a diurnal temperature wave plotted against
the depEh.  A spl  of  resul ts  obLalned for  a horoqeneo-s
so1l  by west  (1952) .
If the flux of heat into the surface, ratsher i:han the tenperature, is
used as a forcing fur1ct lon for the di f f ,erent ial  equat ion (2),  the
lesult  is s ini lar (van wi jk and de Vries 1963).  The f low of heat is
( 8 )
10 t
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z ,  1r,
- ; -  
4 ,
=+.
and for a tenperature fielil descrtbed by (4) the heat flux is
o 
exp(-zlD) cos (ortH  ( 2 ,  t )
Th€ heat flux wave
and the anplitudes
has a phase lead of 1t/4 on the tenperature wave,
ale in the ratlo
where C = pc is knom as the heat capaclty (or volunetric heat capacity)
and the product lc is knoen as the contact coefficient. (lc)a ls
sonetfures referred to as the thernal admittance of the soil- The
periodlc solution outllned above appties generally to annual fluctua-
t'ions, which have a very strong flrst harEonlc component, anal to
diurnal fluctuatlons recoraled on a sequence of cfear days, Ythen the
variation of solI tesperature is accurately alescribed bY the first
tiro Fourler conponents {McculLoch 1959). geviations fron Perioalicity
caused by ctoudiness, present ei ther as i rregular i t ies on a singfe
alaily recoril, or as variations froxo day to Clay, invalidate the
periodic rnodel, anal a general tlne-varying moilel nust be adopted.
This solution is atso applied in certain cases to the delermination
of soil properties, particularly lrhere rapid tetnperature changes
are necessaly to roinioise the effects of vapour tlansfer.
Ihe full solution of (2) i{ith general bounalaxy and initiat conditions
consists of two terns, the first dependlng on the inj"tial conilltion,
of tenperature ,e?aue depth, in the soil. In the analysis of tempera-
ture fluctuations in the soil, the initial conalltlon rapidly becones
ineffectlve, anal the folcing condition at the boundary is much roore
iEportant, rhile in artificial conditlons created in the labolatory
the initj.af conditioD j.s invariably one of constant tenperatule.
The relationship bet!,teen the tenpef,ature in the soil and at the
surface for a genelal bounalary condition may be expressed in tr"o qtays
* 
= ,t o.t t
( i ) as a eorutolution inteqral sol.uElon
f t
I  
r(o,r  -  r)
l
exP
( 1 0 )
dr  ( r1 )
2  ( T K r ' )  '
i,rhere T is an integtation variable.
This is a linear superposit.ion of sofutions, of the tl4)e comnonly
encountered in systerns theory (eg the unlt hyilrograph) and as used
by ],angbeln (1949) to predict soil terEpetatules from near-surface
temperatures. langbeln's noalel conslsteil of the sumnation of the
terns of the form
r,'/,r.
I ""n 
t-
)
t
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AT(z , t )  =  t to , .  -  . t  j ; B'?) dB ( r2)
which is a discletiseal aPproximation to the integrand in equation
(tI) 
- I'he values of the probability integral were used j'n tabulated
ford.
Easfurthet and Burman (1974) used
prealict soiL lenperature at 25 nro
alay averages). They assuned that
retateal finearly ln a general itaY,
tion by Fourier transfofiBation-
a sirnifar convolution model to
depth fron air tenperature (as ten
alr and soiL tempetatures were
anal found the terbs of the surol0a_
lij) in Lqplace t".rtBfonns. van wijk (1963) noted that
the Laplace tlansforE coul.d be used to detetnrj'ne the
diffusivity K from non-perioalic soil tenperature data.
The Laplace transforn L(f) of a function f(t) is given bv
L ( f )  -  F  ( p )  = I  e  - -  f ( t )  d t
I
J
( r3)
Detaited dlscussion of the laplace tra$sforn can be found in many
nathernatical texts, but the treat-rnent of the diffuslon equation (2)
requires onty the condit ion of l ineari ty ( l (mf + ng) = ml(f)  + n L(g)
where m and n are lnalependent of t) and the differential reLations
" rS,  
= nL( f )  -  f (z ,o) ( 1 4 )
(1s)
( r6  )
LtazF\ = i f  L(f)
i,rhere the transfoxnation is 1n the t-vaxiable.
Equation (2) then becones
*  I -  
" , t ,  
=  pL( I ' )  -  r (z ,o )
d 2
and
If the zero of the tine scale is
J n i f o r n ,  r h e  L e r m  -  T ( z , o )  c a n  b e
T(z,o) from Ehe temperature data.
L(r) = K exp(-z /;7K)
w h e r e K i s a c o t l s t a n t .
taken at a point nhere a(z,t)  is
elininated by subtracting
The solut ion of (16) ts then
( 1 7  )
12
I
To find K, the natural loqarithm of L(T) for a givet vaLue of p is
plotted against z,  (vaD wi jk L963).  The value of p is in pr inciple
arbi trary,  but the values chosen by van Wijk (1963),van Wijk and
coedkoop (f963) and van wijk and Derksen (1966) are between four and
ten tines the reciprocal of the period of record. a detailed discussion
of tbe role of the var iable p was gi .ven by van wi jk and Brui jn (1964a).
lavered conductor nodel
The homogeneous conductor nodel has the appeal of simplicity, but it
often faiLs to fit observeal alata or gives lnconsistent estj.mates of
diffusivity. For instance, sevelal workers have found diff€ient
values of K froE considerations of the amplitude and phase of diurnat
fluctuaiions in the soil (I-ettau 1954, Mcculloch and Pennan 1956, Rider
1957). raiture ls frequently attributed to the existence of a laver
near the surface, usually caused by cultivation or evaporative alrying,
with different therroal properties from the aleeper soil horizons.
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van wijk and Derksen (1963) considered a soil consistinq of two lavers'
the lower layer extendinq to infinite depth, as an apptoxination to
a soif in which the upper few centinetres were \tetter or drier than
the deeper soil, \there a tilth lras naintained by cultivation or where
a rnutch of a different Draterial was added to the surface. A notable
example was the addltlon of a sand layer to a peat soil to inhiblt
grounal flost. laplace transforn theorv was apPlled to this problen
by van wi jk and Brui jn (1964b).
The atrgeblaic manipulation3 leading l:o the solution are somevrhat
;riot.tsome, resultinq fron the requlrenent of the sotution in the
uppei layer to satisfy two boundary conditions rather than one'
Although the quatitative predictions of the nodel are in agreenent
ldith the observett behavlour of soils under cultlvation, a quantitatiwe
comparison would be dtfficult, as nany different quattities, such
as evaporation and atbedo, ale changed by cultivation and mulching'
Inhonogeneous conductor noalels
T'honson (1461), in analysing a long series of data fror stalions around
Edinbutgh, noiiced that the agreement between anPlitude and phase
estinates of diffusivity, anal between estinates of diffusivity for'
different depth langes, !,tas not good, and attributed these discrepan-
cies to lnhonogeneity in theroal Properties' Ile suggested that a
nethod of j.ncluding inhonogeneitv ln the nodel was to force solutions
of the forn
Tlz, t \  = A exp{-Pz)  cos ( l l ) t  - a2)
could be founal by substltution
of ). and C as functions
I
I
I
I+T ( r8)
where P.and Q wete funct ions of  z  which
into the d i f ferent ia l  equat ion ( f ) ,  and
af alept-h could be derlveal. Eoltever, the
Delhod were physlcal ly  unreat isL ic ,  anal
to wait for I'pre accurate and extensive
values he found by this
further use of this llloalel had
If
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Heat f lux
lang-Ley oay
+  O.5O x  +  0
+  2 . 5 I  x +  4 .  t 8
o-o239 rncal cm -s _
2.06 lanqleys day -
4 1 . 8  W n  -
o-4a4 wn -
(21 ' )
I
Ivo comblnations of the fundanental properties are also of interest:
the diffusivily K = l/C, which govelns the novenent of ter0perature
naves ln the soil, and the contact coefflcient lc, which determines
the heat f lux for a given periodic teBperaLure f ie ld.
deat capacj.ty C
The heat capaclly of a soil depends only on the naterials present and
on thelr lelative proportions, and not on the arraFgenent of the soll
part ic les and the water- and air- f l l led voids. De vr ies (1963) gave
a forrillrla based on the qrrantities of mineral soil, organlc natter and
wate! Dresent. in unit vofume
cal cn " (-C) -
A  v 1  -  - / - ^ \  _
c  =  0 . 4 6  x
which In S.I .  uni ts is
C  =  I . 9 2  x (28 )
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where xn, x^ and 6 are the proportlons (by volune) of ninelal soj.L
orqanLc ' l rdt ter and waler respect ively.
D|.ect measureroent of heat capacity ls possible by caLorioetry. In{o
methods are available: the nethod of !0ixtures, in which a quantlty
of naterial of kno$m specific heat and tenperalure is nixed with the
sanple. and the electrical heating nethoal, in which a known anount of
heat ts developed electrically, and the temperature of the samPle
neasured. Murray and Whauey (1954) used the nethod of rnixtur:es, with
aluniDiuD pellets as the reference stanalard. Heat transfer betlreen
standard and sarnple lras stow, and sooe extrapolation was necessary
to allolr fo! the effects of cooling during sdxinq- \li'etenga et alia
(1969) used water as a standard, suspending their. oven-drieal soil in
about five tiDes its nass of water. The calori-Eetex las then heated
etectr ical ly,  increasing i ts tenperatule by about O.4-c in two mlnutes.
The de Vries fornnrla (27) was found to unalerestirnate the nreasured heat
capacity by about 133 for this soi l  (Yolo si l t  loan) .  H6qstr6n (1974)
suspeniled a core sanple above an eLectric laop in a Dewar flask, and
neasured the rate of increase in temperature of the soll over a period
when the specific heat of dry soils 1s to be deternined, account must
be taken of heat of wettinq. Patten (1909) perforBed separate experi-
ments ln which oven-dried soils were added to \rater at the sane
tenperature, and found siqnificant arDounts of heat developed in tbis
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molsture transfer.
Experlnents to aletefloine the thernal conductivity of nooist soils
lncur problerns with the thernal transfer of water and the consequent
change in therraal propelties trith tlbe. standard laboratory nethods
for neasuring the conductivity of poo! conductors nust be modified to
take account of this, and a nu.Dber of approaches have been deviseal,
Patten (1909) used a transient nethod, tn rhich one end of a s611
colunn was heated, and rates of change of temperature with space and
tine were neasureal at soxne alistance fron the source of heat. Direct
substitutlon of A2r/A* and arlat in the dj.ffusion equation gave a
value for the dlffuslvity K. The heat capacity was neasured by
calorinetry, anal the therDal conducclvity I computed frcm l = KC.
The effect of therroal transfer of roolsture lras assuneal to be
initially localised to the heateil end of the colunn, so that measure-
ments at 50 Dm fron this face were unaffecteal-
w.o. 9nith anal Byers (1938) neasured the conaluctivity of dry solls,
uslng a modification of the stanilard laboratory nethod. The oven-
drled sanples, packed to a knoim bulk density, were contalneal ln
shallolr wooalen franes with plastic filn enal covers. An electric heater
nounted between two identical sanples supplied heat at a known tate,
and the terDperature drop across the sanples was neasureal by then0o-
couPles.
An attenpt by W-O. Snoith (1940) to r0easure cooaluctivities of noist
solls by the sane nethod served to deDonstrate the effects of
nol-sture transfer. At inteinedlate moisture contents (around lot
mol.sture volume fraction) the therioal graalients took longer to
stabilise, and sanples were found to have developed large nolsture
gradients, the waltn sides bei.ng drier.
The use of a cylinalrical probe to lreasure thermal conductiviEy in Eitu
has a long history: A1 Nakshabandl anal Kohnke (1965) state that lt was
flrst suggested by schleiermache! tn 1884. A form of probe which has
been used widely is that due to de vrtes (1952c) -  A long electr lcal ly
heateil wire was useal as a line source of heat in the soil, and the
tedperature very near to the wire $as neasured by a therEocouple.
The solution of the diffusion equation for a line source 'switched
on' at  t ime zero is
I
I
r(r,r) = Zh (-Ei (-r '?,/4Kt) )
whele q ls the rate of heat proaluction, I
rleasullng point f,roB the source, K is the
Et(-x) is a tabulateal integral ehich f,or
approxirnated by -  0.5772 - ln x.  thus t t
1s the distance
diffustvity and
snalf values of
r 'z l4Kt is snal l
132'
of the
T ( r , t )  =  ; : i  ( c ( r )  +  t n  t )
where c(r)  is independent of t ine, Plott ing
( 33 )
T against In t gives a
I4. DETERI4INATION OF TEE TIIER!,I4L PROPERTIES O!' SOIL
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Soll is a conposite nedlu! consisttng of a natrix of rnineral and organic
paltlcles, v{ith interstlces contalnllrg water or alr. ttre contlnuun
physics of soils and othe! conposltes is based oD the preroise that the
palticles anal the pores are smafl lrhen conPared \tith some tl'Plcal lengi:h
scale of lhe xoealiun (for lnstance the depth of a soil horizon) and
distributed 1n a randon fashion. l'lhen these conditions are satisfied
(and it 1s easy 1n the case of soils to lnagine systens whlch alo not
satisfy tiese criteria, e.g. blocky anal Prishatic soil structures) bulk
propelties of the mediurn nay be aleflneal.
The t&ro funalanental thermal properties are sPectflc heat and therlDal
conductivtty. In soits, the speclflc heat ls used 1n the forrn of a
heat capacity C =ec, the ploduct of the density anil specific heat
of the cooptete soi l  systen in butk,  t .e.  sol id palt lc les, wate! and
air. Water in particular has a high specific heat, and so is an
important coDtlibutor to the heat caPacity.
lhe heat capaeita in S,I. units is the heqt 
"equired 
(in MegaiouLes) ta
?aise the tinrperatune of, one cubic nelt"e of, the soil by one Ce1,siue
ile$ee (vitho t change of naistxne content)
The thenoal conaluctivity depenals on the arrangenent of, the soil'
particles as welL as their thernoat conductivi ties and exhiblts a
variation wlth noisture content. Palten (1909) found that the thernal
conductivlty of a mealiun sand rose rapfdly i{ith moisture content when
the sanal r"tas in a relati-vely dry state, then more sloltly up to i'ts
greatest value at saturation. Fot loany and otganLc soils the ilse was
rnore graalual. Al Nakshabandi and Kohnke (1965) found a sinila! behavlour
but there were stlong sl$llarities betueen sanal, sil! loar0 and clav soils
when the conaluctivltY t'as considereit as a functlon of soil noistute
lhe theoML conAotirita in s.I. unite is the heat f'Lou (in uatts )
tV',"ou4h atu avea of one 6q ave met?e of eoil subiected to a tenpe?dtute
gaa.dient af, ane CeLsius degzee pe? netre
conversioDs from s.I .  uni ts to the rdore fani l iar c 'g.s.  uni ts are as
fol lows:
I
Eeat caPacii:Y
TherDaf conaluctivity
1  ca l  cn  _ ( - c )  -
t  w  rD  - ( - c )  -
r  nca l  cm  s  (u ,
=  0 . 2 3 9  c a 1  c n  " ( - c )  -
= 2-39  mCaL Crn  S (  UJ
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sandy soiL. Agreenent witll the result obtained by alirect substitution
was good. West (1952) calculated tkro estinates of diffusivlty from
thermographs and nercuxy-in-glass thenuoneters up to 2.44 m deep in a
soil lrhlch varieal fron sandy loam on the surface to clay at depth. A
final vaf,ue, incorporating both phase and amptitude, was obtained by
least squares fitLing to equation (4) . Murray and Wha]ley (1954) atso
used both the phase and amplitude of the annuat wave, using lagged
.nercury-1n-91ass thernoneters at depths of 0.6 m, 1.37 m and 2 m in
soils varying flon clay and sand to rDassive ljjoestone. Pearce anil colil
(1959) obtained essentially the saxoe values of K fron the anplitude and
phase of an annual wave, using therroocouples at ten depths between
O.O5 n and O.9 n in a clay soi l .
The agreement between phase anal anplitude estioates of diffusivity is
not always good, however, particularly in the upper horizons of the
soil, whete thernal properties can be expecteal to vary over a wide
range. Mcculloch and Pennan (1956) reported a variation in diffusivity
anal conaluctlvity of an order of nagnltuale ln Lhe top O.l mette. Carson(1963) stated that, in general, those investigators !,rho useal the annuat
tenperature record r:eporteal realistic and consistent results, \rheleas
those using the daity cycle dial not. He ascribed this to non-diffusive
heat traDsfer processes in the topsoll. but it coutd equally be due to
lnhoDogeneity (Lettau 1954, Mcculloch and Penr0aD 1955). It is signifi-
cant that the study of Wierenga et aLia (1969), which used the dturnaf
Itave ltith sone success, was conducted on a deep silt Loam with a
renarkable homogeneity of conposieion and bulk density.
Vertlcal inhonogeneity was incor.porated into the illffusion equation $ith
periodic bourdaly conditions by Lettau (L954) and t'tcculloch and P€tunan
(1956). Forclng the solution to be peltodic yielaleil expressions for the
aliffusivlty at a given depth, in terms of values and derivatives of the
phase and anplitude of the tenperature wave. Lettau (1954) went on to
ascribe devj.ations from his noalel to tlrDe-dependent properties. or to
non-diffuslve processes in the upper layers of the soit.
The analysls of let tau (1954) and Mcculfoch anal Pennan (1956) requires
accurate temperature measurenents at a number of depths. Whele rhese
alata are not available, a simple nethod of cohbtnlng phase anal anplltude
est inates of di f fusivi ty is useful .  Mccul loch (1959) used a snople
fornula
b ( a '  +  b ' ) (3s)
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v,here che lemperarure aE depth z is given by
- r l z , t )  
=  T  +  A  e x p ( - a z )  c o s  ( d r  -  b z ) (  3 6 )
The fornula (35) was obtained by Mcculloch and Penman (1956) by use of
the as6umption that a and b (constants ln the honogeneous conaluctor
noalel) varied only weakly lrith depth.
way. These prelixninary experiroents allowed corrections to be nade for
h a :  l -  ^ f  b o + + i  h d
ihernal conductivity tr
Theoretical conputation of thernal conductivlty is a much nore difficult
probleE than the estiroation of heat capacity, as the arrangement, slze
anal shape of soil particles anal voids is obviously irnportant. De vrles
{1952a, L952b) conpaled nodeLs of the analogous electrical propelties of
granular Eedia alue to ltaxwelf and othersr and conctuded that the theoxy -
of Maxwell, Butger and Eucken vras Dost applicable to soils over a wide
range of moisture contents.
The sotl is considered as a contiruous nealiue ln which particles of
solld noater:lal are dispelsed in a ranalom fashion. If lhe particles
are consialered as randornly orlented ellipsoids, then the then[al t
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x  l  +  X  k . x  ) . .
x  +  I k . x .
\rhere x. is the volune fraction of the
thermal conaluctivity and k. shape
_ r)k .
129)
1' th const i tuent,  ) . .  is i ts
tactor.  k.  is def lned as fol lows
q : )  -  ( 3 0 )
_ l
i s a
l .
vrhere the sumnation is over the three principaf axes of the erfipso+ds,
I is the thermal conaluctivlty of the continuous constituent. and g:% i. ;;;;;;;*"...-""-.i"- a.*rarisins factor of tbe erlipsoid 
l
in the al i rect lon of the j r th axis '  The def ini t ion of the g: 1s
simplified by the relatioDshiP
I  
-  , .
= 
J l -  ( l
ni'n; i - {3r )
anat by the choice of t } ,o of lhe 9l  as equar ( i .e.  the er l ipsoids ale
prolate or oblate spherioals,  spindle-shaled or disc-shaped respect ively) '
De vries (1963) showed that for dry soils, taklng the continuous
constituent as alr, forlDula (29) could be used with a correction f,actor
of r .25 and 91 = s.  = o.L25 (consesuent lv 91 = o'75) for the sot id
Darticfes to 'oive ai estinaLe of the thermal c6nductivity. Skagqs
;nd E M smith ir958) conducted tests on Maurv silt 1oan, and found
that the coniluctivity of the dry soil was approxinated bv equation (29)
vr i th a correct ion factor of I .65.
E x t e n s i o n  c o  m o i s t  s o i l s  d e n a n d s  a  v a r i a t i o n  i n  q l  w i t h  s a L e r  c o n t e n c ,
as the shape of the air space changes fron connected sinuous clEnnels
to discontinuous sPherlcal bubbtes. For noist soils watet is consideied
as the cont inuous phase, with sol id and air  'part icfes'  interspersed
in i t .  De Vries ass{rned that gl  for air  would varv from O.O35 for
dry soi ls to o.333 for set soi13 (represent ing sphei ical  part ic les) .
The thermal conductivity of the air-fil]ed pores is enhanced by thenat
It
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I materlal wlth known therlllal propertles, at a teroperatule Tr initialty
constant, is brought lnto coni:act with the soi1, which ls _ at
i:erDpelature Tr. A thermocouple at the contact surface records the
tenperature T^lt). If there is no tnitlaL thennat gradient in the
3oll. the tenierature at the contact face
tr4$ * tzfrzE
T  ( t ) ( 37 )
' ^ r ' t + '4.5
I
t
I
I
whele subscript I refers to the block. 2 to the soil. In pxactice
defective thermal contact causes the constant ealue qiven by (37) to
be reached slo!,rly (after about two Dinutes), whlle a tenperature
gradient ln the soif introduces a tenn in y't, discussed by van wijk
and Betghlth (1967).  Fron kno&5t values of aI t  T2, l t  and cl  and the
measuf,eal (lir0iting) value of T-(t) the contact coefficlent of the
upper soil layet may be calcul;ted. Stiqter {1969 and t97o) set out
the llndtations of the rdethoal for the tneasurenent of heat flux (by the
use of the tern in /t) and soil nolseure (by catiblation against
qxaviDetrically aleterrnineal sanples). Schneider (1969) gave exanpres
of the results obtained with the block oethod on dry sandy soits-
!,IIGBATION OF SOIL MOISII'RE TJNDER ?gE INFI,I'ENCE OF TEERUAL GRADIEIOS
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A tenperature gladient in a noist Porous.nealilrm causes movements of
moistule fron the warm zone to the colal. The thernal gradien!
produces qradients of wate! vapou! pressure and capillary potential,
which tenal to nove water in both the llquid phase and the vapour
phase. Atthough the phenomenon 1s well understood in this qualitative
fashlon, t}le relative orders of magnitude of tiqutd and vapour llansfer,
anil the significance of thenoaf lDigratlon in the fiefal, have Iong been
debated.
Patten (1909) recognised that the imposition of a thermal glaalient in
a moist so1l coulal induce the tnovement of soil water. For this reason,
he adopted a transient method for the determination of therna] proper_
ties, and eorked outside the reglon of steep i:hermal gradients-
Boujoucos (1915) set up strong therroal gradients actoss closed soll
saoples, and neasured the flux of mol.sture by deterrining the change
flon an inittalfy uniforn rdoisture content. He attempteal to allow
only vapour transfer by inserting a 6 nn air gap, and findinq no
transfer at afl, concluateal that. novenent !.'as in the liquid phase,
induced by changes in surface tension.
In hls attempt to neasure the lrhernal conductivity of moist soils,
W.O- Smith (I94o) ran head-on inLo the probten of noisture transfer'
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stlaight llne with gradtent q,/41r1.
Hadas (1974) invest lgateal the effect of
Perforoalrce of a cylindrical probe, anal
could be used only in soils which were
low thernal. outputs for short duratlons
thernal transfer of noisture-
poor ther'tal contact on the
concluded Et.alL in situ probes
not well aqglegated. Applyins
would ninimise errors due to
(34 \
Although natural fluctuatlons of soil tenperature are often used to
evaluate the then0al allffusivity of the soil, the conaluctivitY cannot
normally be founal directly by thls nethod. Sowever, l4cculloch and
Perunan (1956) derived an equation whlch can be us€al to aleflne the
variation of contluctivlty ttith depth. and its absolute value given one
value a! a known depth, using the notation of equation (I9), Ietting
o = - a t / a  a n d q = o l
_nn
p 2 - q 2 - \ p / D z
p
I
dz
r d l
l dz
civen one value ).(z^), the value of I at any depth z can be founal by
nunerical integrati6n.
Thernat conductivity and diffusivity may be found by subjecting the soil
sulface to a short burst of radiation froin an electric lamP. van wijk
(1963) described a devj.ce incorgorating a heat flux plate and several
soil thernocoupfes, which was placed in the uppe! layer of soil and
irradiated. Laplace transforns of tenperatuxes lbeasured at Che uPper
and lower surfaces of the heat flux ptate and at several depths in the
soit were usedl to aletermlne lhe aliffusivity and the conductlvlty' The
laboratory caLibration of the heat flux plate, obtaineat under steady
conalltions, was not aPpliedr but tnstead the Laplace transform rnetho'l
was used to aleternine the instantaneous flux of heat ttEough the Plate'
Thernal diffusiviLy K
The thernal aliffusivitY of a roedium IDay be determined froro Ineasurenents
of tenperature atone. The sinplest technique, in principle, is that
enployed by CaLlenalar and Mcleod (1896) and-Patten (1909), who neasurea
tne slatial anal tenporal alerivatives 32t/322 ana aTlAt and subsi:ii:uted
these values into the diffusion equation. This aPpalent simPficitv
hides the very real experioental difflculties in such a determination:
the evaluation of, Aa/Az' requires very accurate absolute neasurenents
of teroDeratute at known focations.
By far the most popular nethoal for dlffusivity measurement ls that based
on Aourier's honogeneous conductor \tlth a periodlc boundary conalition
variations of the rnethod encountered in the literature include the use
of annu;l, aliurnal and seni-diurnal ltaves, anat estination of K from
phase, amplltude or: both. Thollson (186L) used the phase anal anplitude
of the annuaL uave' measured at alepths between O.9l n anat 7.32 n in
sanalstone. caflendar and McLeod (1896) nade use of the aroplitude of
the annuat vtave, measured at four depths fron o.5 m Lo 2.74 in a
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by air gaps anal wire nesh screens. A wire screen tectrlique ha'l been
used by aouyoucos (r9r5) but his experlnent caxne in fo'i critlclsn
flom w.o. Sntth (1943) anal Taylo! anil cavazza, vtho found vaPour flux'
transnitsletl through the air qap $hi]e liquld flon was prevented, to be
very signi f icant.
Hatlley antl Eisenstaatt (1955), ltorktng with radioactive tracers in a
loealiuE composeal of sphericat qlass beads, confifitred the existence of
a llquial-vapour cycte in a closed systee when the noisture idas alrove
a criticaL value, I'hich they identtfied with the noisture content ai
rhich connected capillarY lhreads exlsCed.
A lnore conplete theory of concurrent heat and moistur:e l]rovenent was
developed by Philip aod de vries (1957), who set out to account for
the observed talqe value of vaPour transfer and its depenalence on
molsture content. An extension of the slmpfe theorv of gas 'liffusion
tD porous mealla was proposeal, in v/hlch enhancement was effected by
transfer through 'Iiquid istands': short stretches of capillary ltater
wlth conalensatlon and evaporatlon at opposlte faces. This no'lel
accounteal for the observed Liquld-vaPour cycle in the closed systen
rhere nolsture exceeded that critical vatue at which the fiquid conduc-
tivity faLts to very low levefs. The effect of the nodet on the diffu-
slon equation was to aald two tenDs, the first an enhancement of the
thetual conaluctivity to a value l* i{hich included a alistillation effecc,
anal the second a convectj-ve tefiD depenaling on the moisture giia'lient:
,1,!1aJ_ tpo (D^ 48,
where 6 is noisture vofune flaction, p^ ls the density of water and L
is the tatent heat of vaPorlsation at " tedperature T. Da,,.^ is a
di f fuslvi ty for vapour transport  by nolsture grai l ients.  
- '_r
PhLltp and ale vries' expLanatlon of vapour flur{ enhancenent receive'l
some confifination from Wooatside and Kuzmak (1958), who conalucte'l
modet tests to ateternlne the nagnltudes of vapour pressure gladients
within pores, and found these to be several ti$es larger than those
used ln the simple aliffuslon modef.
The formutation of Phitip and ile Vries had not taken account of heat
of lretting, or of the transfer of senslble heat by tiquid and vapour
phases. This ltas reclifieal with sone toss of simplicity by de Vries
(I958a).  De vr ies argrued that,  in cases uhere noisture chang's were
causetl by al4)lied terperaLure gladients, changes in liquid and
vapour content coufd be of the same order, and it uas necessary to
couple the equations qoverninq heat and noisture transport.
labolatory velificatlon of lransfer of noisture by tenperature gra'lients
is oostly confineal to closeal systems. llke the sealed samples used bv
w.o. sni th (1940).  Eowever,  Kuznak and sereala ( I957a and L957b) '  bv
experinents with por.ous plates in close proxl$itv and with salt tracers,
were abte to show that the novement of water by thermal gradients
was in the vapour (or vapour t.lith Llqutd isLands) phase. They were
(  39 )
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An lnteresting variation on this lheme vras used by \tackson anal Kirkhan(1958). Moisture noving unaler the influence of rhernal gradients
introaluces non-linear behaviour into the equations. The $rafler the
tenperature graalients, the less signlficanr ltill be rhe nigratlon of
moisture. Jackson and Kirkhan's approach was to subject a soil sanple
in the laboratory to arttficially ploduceal per.iodic boundary condltions
Tenper:atures vrere neasured insiale the soil sample and diffusivity
estinates nade for each of a nunber of frequencj-es of lhe folcing condi-
tion. As the frequency increased, lhe atLenuation of the wave becane
nore effective and snaller temperature gradients nere observed within
the soil- Extrapolation to infinite frequency qave a value of the
Lhermat di f fusivi t .y with no moisLure migrdLion.
The l-aptace transfors melhod has been used by van wijk and his associates,
at Wageningen and Tunls. Applications have included delermination of
the atiffusivity of
( i )
(  i i )
( i i i )
( i v ) ai! in a vegetative canopy during the day (van Wijk and
Goedkoop 1963)
The obvious advantaqe of the Laplace transforrn method is its ability to
deal with non-perioalic variations in tenperature. However the method
requires an ini t ia l  condit ion nhich is sonewhat restr lct ive. In ( i ) ,
( i i )  and ( i i i )  the soi t  tenperature i tas ini t ia l fy uni for.n,  whi le in
(iv) unstable atmospheric conalitions ensureil thorough nixing of the air
at the beginnlng and end of each day. reddes (1971) found that the
Laplace transform nethod was vely sensilive to deviations fron this
initial cordition, with departures of I-c having a large influenc€ on
the results.
I
I
sandy cfay soit on a cfoudy day lrith short periods of bright
sunshine (van wi jk  1963)
sand and peat subjecteal to pulses of light from an electric
Iamp (van wi jk 1963, van wi jk and Derksen 1966)
sandy soil on a day with definite aleviations fronr a sinusoidal
variation of tenperature (van wijk and Derksen 1966)
gadas (1968a) used two nethoats for deternination of the diff,lrsivity
in the laboratory. A differ.ence was observed between estimates of
K fron a sinusoidal boundary condition anal a square wave, analysed by
Laplace transfonos. Honever, the initial condition for the Laplace
transform rnethod was no! Dentioned.
Contact coefficient ).c
The product lC is knovn as the contact coefficlent (van wijk 1963,
va! wijk and Derkse! 1963) anal is i-nportant ln problens irhere heat
ftux is consialered, Tl|e square r:oot of lC is sorDetimes known as the
thermal adnit tance (Stearns f969).  van wi jk (1964) proposed a method
fo! the measurer0ent of ) .c in the f iefd. A o.1 m cube of plast ic
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the vapou! phase), and 6* is equal to - de/d(ln 0) ir the final steadY
cary (1965) set uP a cofulDn experlnent l"n whlch noisture tension gra'li-
ents and therrDal graallents could be controlled, and ineasured ffows of
heat and water across the sarnple. SePalate aleterninations were nade
of vapour ftow anal liquid fLow alue to thennal and llolsture gra'Iients'
Enhancenent of vapour transfer was founil to be vely effective: roove_
ment of vapou! through the soll uas gteater than thtough still air'
A nodel of tiquid novenent by thelmal gradients was proposeil. Water
roolecules exist in free anal bonded si:ates: the lower the tenperature
the more rEoLecules are bonded. At any glven cross-sect ion'  more
nolecutes are free to tnake the transltlon frolD wafilr to colil than are
free to nove in lhe reverse direction. The result !s a net transfer
of !,rater nrolecules do&n the tempelalure gradient. As thernal loovernent
has been observeal in satulateal anil unsaturateal roealia ' cary considereal
that this mechanism l.'as rnore important than variation in surface
tensioD, vrhich woutil affect only unsaturated media. conparing water
flows inaluceal by thernaf and nolsture gradients, Cary founal that for
his loam sanpte a teBperature gladieDt of 50- c/n at a soil lDoist'rre
tension of 50 IIm lig ltoutd nove as nuch water throuqh the soil as a
tension gradient of 147 oI! Ilg Pe! tretle. At a suction of 34o nlr Hg
this theroal gradlent $as equivalent to a tension qrailient of 184oo m
Hg per netre. In nost cases the transfet of nater in the vapour phase
was less than the lheri0ally-induced transfer in the liquid phase-
The equatiotr proposed by Cary for the flo!,, of heat in an unsatulated
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SDhe o ^. Bone r,2 ^-
Jq = - (poQK - 
",6i: 
) lf, - r, *;r-Ot-, # (44)
is the density of rrater
the heat of transport (of the ordex of tOO J/kq)
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil
an enhancement f,actor
a
K
B
D
tI
s i s
R i s
0 ts
0 ] s
is the diffusivity of, vrater vapour in ail
is the relative hurnldity of the pores
is the saturation vapour pressure
the acceleratlon due to gravity
the qas constant
the noisture potential expressed in height of a water
the therlllal conductivlty of the soil (in the absence
the latent heat of vaPorisation of water
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In closed soil samples there was substantlal transfer of water at
Lntermedlate nol.sture contents, so that a large nolstur€ graatient l{as
set up to oppose the tebperature gladlent in the eventual steaaly stale.
In a }ater paper Sdtth (1.943) set o\rt to explaln the phenonenon, whlch
in his experlrDents had been rnuch nore slgnif,icant than Bouyoucos had
suggested. Snith's theory involveal the novement of capillary globufes,
triggered by evaporatlon and condensation on opposite faces, This
explained the dependence of moisture rooveneflt on lvatei content, and
also the obse|ed changes causeal by fragmentation of sanples,
De vries (1950) calculated the heat transfer associated with the
evaporatlon, diffusion and condensation of water vapour in molst soils.
It was found that the effect of vapour transport was an increase in
the thernal conductivj.ty of the so1l of a few per cent at ordina.y
tenperatures. Teros vhich were non-linear in the tenperature gradient
were found to be insignificanl in nagnilude. In de Vriesr notation
the diffusion equation becomes
\rhere f, (T) and f^{T) are functions of tenperature, latent heat of
vaporis;tion and Saturated vapour pressure, and qo is a functlon of
the soil structure and water content. fr (T) was stronqly dependent
on temperature, anal the adalitional conduetiwlty coutd^vary from o.ls
to 453, lts vafue at 5ooc being flve Limes that at 2o-c. vapour
transfer woulal therefore be far nore inPortant ln tropicaMan in
tenperate f,egions- llursh and Perelra (1953), in a survey of the soif
hydrotoqy of the Shidrba Hills, Kenya, dlscussed the posslbility of
upnaid rnovenent of vapour by large nocturnal temperatule gradients
near the soil surface. This process woulal expose a rnuch gleater
proportion of soil water to evaporation, and woulal be a slgnificant
factor in the conpallson of the effectiveness of grasslanil anal foresc
for vrater conserwation.
C;.]Ir et alia (1952) assessed the conttibution of liquid and vapour
flux to the tenperature effect by eeasurinq the concentratlon of a
soluble salt in the soil water- The salt should be convected by
Iiquid flow, but left behind on evaporation, so that in the absence
of osmotic effects the salt woufal act as an inert tracer of liquid
flow. Tt was found, ln fact, that movement of water by therntal
gradlents could take place against osnotic gradients. Lj.qutd flow
occurred in the alilectj.on of cold to hot, while vapour noved in the
opposlte direction. gowever, this was in a closed systen, where an
tnitial novenent of irater lI1 both llquid and vapour phases set up a
rnoisture gradient vrhlch then induced a r:evelse flow of liquid, lesult-
ing in a dynamic equillbli"un with vapou! f1o!r exactly opposing liquid
flow- The quantity of vapour flor/ iras found to be several times the
value predj.cted by Perulan (L94o) flon an analogy lrlth gas diffusion
thlouoh Dorous nedia.
This enhancenent of vapour flux was also encountered by Taylor and
Cavazza 11954) in an experlnent wlth a soil column divlded into slices
(). + oofr (t) ) b2t57
a n 2
+ d0ft {r) f2 (r) (fx) ( 3 8 )
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for vapour flux enhancenent by sone mechanisn.
A nore dj.rect Eeasurement of soll wate! flux llas pelformeal by Jackson
et alid 11973\ ' sho neasureal noisture conten! anal evaporative flux at
half hour intervals in bale soil Lysineters. They found a raPidly
ffuctuatinq plane of zelo Bolsture flux, wilh iapid drying of the soil
surface in the norning caused by upl,ratd flux above 10 Bl[ depth and
dorrarward fLux below that depth. Changes in dllection of the noisture
flux at a giveo depth could take Place up to four tines a alay.
cassel et alia 11969) set out to test the Philip and de Vries (1957)
and Taylor and Cary (1964) theorles agalnsL laboratory evidence obtained
florn horizontal soil columns under lnposeal tenperature graalients. It
!/as found that the Philip and de Vtles equatlon fitted observed nolsture
fluxes best, with PeNnan's (I94O) dlffusion model (!,tithout enhancenent)
giving an estimate about five tines too snalf, and Taylor and cary's
Drediction beinq about 1O-4O tines too snrall.
!'ritton et alia (1970) used PhlllP and de Vries' approach to comPute
the upward flux of water in a soil columll sublected to xaaliation at
its upper surface. A siroilar coluhn {here vtinal uas useal as an evapofa-
ting agent was found to follow the simpLe law of isotherEal diffusion.
laboratory colunn experinents are generally perforned !.ith inposed
constant thernal gradients- Westcot and Wierenga (1974) inserted
soil colu[ns into a field ptot, and observea the lesponse of lhe
colunns to natural daily teBperature fluctuations. A conparison htas
nade of observed temperature varlations l{ith predictions Elade by a
CSMP rDodel (Vlierenga and de Wit I97O) ltith and without a vapour flur{
coinponent. Il}e vapour flux was cooputed using PhiLip and de Vries
(1957) theory with an enhancerDent fact-or to al1ow for ndcroscopic tenpe-
rature gradients acrose air-filled Pores, anal the tLtquid fsfand
effect, The cornparison indlcated that the vapoul f1u:< contribution to
soil heat flux shoufd be included ln estilDates nade for dry soils, anal
that heat ftux plates 1n particufar vrete unllkely to record the trDe
flux of heat ln the surface layexs, as they imPeded vapour transfer.
,lury and Miller (f9'74), in an experlnent designeil to measuxe all the
transport  coeff ic ients L., ,  in equat lon (42) for the coupled f low of
heat and moisture, obtariAd values for thernal conaluctivitv withln
+ 78 of de Vries (1963) estlmates. The movenent of heat bv isotherinal
noisture transport was found to be negligibte in this experiment. The
other cross-coupling coefficient, governing the rnovenent of laquid
noisture by thernal gradients, was several times lar:ger than the value
predicteat froro surface tension considerations (conpare with cary 1965) '
Jackso': et alia (19'75J conducted experiments on the lvsineter site
described in an earLier paper (Jackson et aLia 19'73). cafcuLateal
uater fluxes antt heat fluxes were conpared wlth measured values, and
it was found that consiateration of, the vaPour fluxes Eade no signifi-
cant improvement to lhe agreer0ent oblained froto isotherxoal noisture
flux and pure conduction- Kitnball et a'ia (L9'76a\, analysing alata
fron the sane site, attenpted to modify the de Vries (1963) fohula-
t ion, oarr icutar ly the var iat ion of the air  shape factor g wlLh
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where L is the latent heat of vaporlsation, D the diffusion coefficient
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unable to detect vapour roovenent. lnduced
Miiller-Sto1l anal lerch (1963) conducred
in uhich rooistute transpolted by thermal
Lhe system by Lranspir inq plants.  They
regions, notably in dry lands, but also
lrinter, upward vapour transfer at night
in maintaining higher moisture levels i.n
otheridise exist-
by molstuie gradients.
experirents on soi.l colunns,
gradients was removed fr:cm
concluded that in some clirnatic
where soils were frozen over
anal in t{inter may be i$portant
the upper soil than would
Using a theory advanced by Krischer and Rohnalter in 1940 de Vries
(1.963) proposed a si.mple method for estinatlng the thermal conduclivity
of a soil taking into account the phenornenon of vapour transfer. Using
the ellipsoid r0ode1 described above, an estirate was iequlred of the
conductivity of the vapour- and air-fi11ed pores- This conductivity
v,as consialered as the sum of two coroponents, one alue to nornal heat
conduction, the other l-, due to vapour transport. Krischer and
t
t
Rohnalte! I s formula for
$/a!er vapoui, was
t -  = I,ppMwR 0 (p-es)
ale
d0
of water vapout in air,
vaPour pressure, Mr.r  the
qas constant ani l  0" the
Taylor and Cary (1964) appfied
dynanics to the ptoblen. Froro
N
J.  =  I  r , . .x .
where J.  is  the f lux of  lhe
- _ .  I
and yt the driving force for
deriv6d an equation for the
where alr in the pores is saturateil with
p the aL'nospheric pressure,
dolecular lueight of water, R
temperabrxe in degrees absorute ("K)
(4o )
e the saturation
s the universal
( 4 1 )
( 4 3 )
Phi] ip and
D^ (for
For soils nhere the ai! is not saturateal with water vapour (at very
lou noisture conLents) the value ot f-l was roodlfied:
thereh is relat ive humii l i ty expressed as a fract. ion.
the techniques of irreverslble themo_
a very general. developrnent of linear
( i  =  1 , 2 . (42)
i ' th  compo.1enL,  L.L Lhe p ' renonenolog i  ca L
d r i v i n q  f o r c e  a f f 6 6 E i F q  L h e  i ' t h  f l u x ,
the k;th conponent, aayror and cary
novement of noisture in a sealed horizontal
J =-D^ r$ *  e- o)
where De is a di f fusion coeff ic ient equal to the sum of
r r f^r  rhe l iouid phase) and- -  
" "  
- o l i q  - - '
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2. The heat flux has only a snall effect on evaporation in fairly moist
solfs (water table within I m of tshe surface) - ie. a]r isothermal
notsture flow model vorks - but exerts a growing (anat uLtj-i0ately dorDinant)
iniluence as the soil becomes drier.
l. The evaporation rate from a water table is either the evaporation
rate froD saturated soil subjected to the same conditions or a funccron
onty of th€ rirater table depth (ard the soll characteristics) 
. 
whlchever
evaporat ion rate is the lesser.
3, For water tables nore than 2 n fron the surface, a donnward heat
ffux inhibits evaporation nore than an upward one increases it.
Conclusion (3) inalicates that evaporatlon fron the soil may be least
when neteorological conditions are apparently roost favourable for evapo-
ratlon le seasonalfy in early sunmer, or aliurnafly in the late morning,
and that it erould be futile Lo attempt to xelate evaporation from dry
soils to evaporation fronr wet soils or open water under the same
climatic conditions.
Neqlect of the soil heat ftux term in the surface heat budget leads til
a seasonal jflbafance in the assessnent of evapotranspiration by an
erleygy bafance or combination nethod. Where daily evapolranspiration
is computed, only the dai ly net loss or gain of heat is s igni f icant,
and thls shoes a seasonat variation. Edwards and Rodda (r97o) attempted
to expLain a narked seasonal. inbalance observed in the Ray catchnent by
calculating a heat flux tern. Although the phase of ihe inbalance was
natched, the heat flux conponent did not account for its arnpliluale.
thon and oliver (1977) were able to shovr that a conbination of a
revlsed aerodynarDic term in the PeDnan evapotranspiration equation and
a heat flux tern coufil explain the inbalance both in phase and in
amplitude.
As the net radiation is the souxce of the energy lransmitteal as
conducted heat th-rouqh the soil, several authors have taken the natural
step of colrelating soil heat flux lrith net radiation. Fuchs and Eadas
(1972) found that, in a deep Fandy loan at Gilat, Israel, approximatety
3ot of the net radiation fafling on bare soil vras conducteal into the
soiL. This figure was the same for wet and dry soils, indicatinq that
the larger thermaf ad,nittance (/-lc) of the set soil was balanced by an
increased evaporation term, wind and air ternperature conditions being
slnilar. Eowever, they stressed the lmlErlance of direct neasurenent
of soi l  heat f lux in heat balance studies.
rhe approach used by Idso et aLia (L9'75) was to de!-ive a relationship
between lhe available energy flux, \,-G, as a fraction of net solar
raallation, and soil noisture in the iipper 20 nm of soil for a snooth
bare loan soll at. Phoenix, Arizona. The relationship was found to
hold irrue for different seasons. Available enerqy was found to var:y
greatly irith wate! content, the soil heat flux being most inportant
for alry soils, rrhere the Indted avairability of moisture contlolled
+h6  6v :h^ r :+ i  ^n  r : r a
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The adalltlonal telm in the therrnal conductivity is sinilar in forro to
that put forwaral by ale vries (1963). The gradient of the saturatlon
vaPour Pressure curve
L ! 4  e
Hadas (1968b) subjected soil samples to
ninutes to 32 Einutes period) and found
excess of that predicted bv carv (1966).
was as yet inconplete' and that the factor
detailed exanination.
In a Iater pape!, Iladas (1969) attributed
flux above that pledicted by Philip and de
fLow, Pressure var iat ions in the soi l  air
( 4 5 )
a periodic heatinq (fron 4
that Eoisture transfer eas in
de
;6-
from the Clausius-ctapeylon equation (see for example shuttfeworih
1975) , and the Cary expression is almost identlcaf etith de vries
expression with the exception of the B coefficient, which alises fron
the structure of the Porous nealiud, anal fron 'Ilquid islands' as in
the Philip and de vries nodel-
The next ]ogicaf stage in the analysis of thernat noisture flux itas
the application to fietal conalitlons, where temPeratures vary uidely
over the day, and the movenent of noisture is of great inPoltance '
cary (1965) useal the above theory to preallct vertical noveEents of
water, in the liquid and vapour phases, induced bv a 'IiulnaL tenPera-
ture variation. The conclusion was that although thernal r0olsture
flux is not an inoportant codPonent in bulk soil hydroloqy, locatfy
the effect.s could be very imPortant, for instance in re-establishinq
capillary noisture contact in the critical legions around plant !:oots'
The vapour flux would also be important in the tr.ansport of salt ln
the soil, as the leturn Phase of a rsalt Punp' operating ln the upper
horizon of the soil. Where a frozen zooe exisls in the soil, thermal
ftux tends to aald watet anal contrlbute towarats 'frost heavlng' of the
soi1.
iie conclualed that lhe theorY
B, ln part icular,  denanded
the lncrease in rnoisture
Vries and qarY to oass
could cause convectioo
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of vatrEur by air: roovements, a plocess which would be signlficant for
short-perlod fluctuatlons.
vapour novenent in the fietd lnas measured by Rose (I968a and 1968b) at
Alice springs, uslng gravinetric water content deterninati'on and
thenistols for tenperatule Eeasurenent in the uPper L3O IE! of soil-
Over a petloal of severaf days, the novenent of moisture as isothenat
riquid and vapoux flux (in resPonse to tension gradients), Ilquid
flux arislng fron tenpelatur:e gradlents anal gxavltatrional llquid frux
were calcutateal, the only unlmown belDg vaPour flux induced by
tenperature graalients. The texopelature-induced and qravitational
Iiquiti fluxes proved to be very snall by cobparison ltith isotherDal
f,tux anal lenperature-induced vapour flux. An involved e!!or analYsis
Droduced the, albeit tentative, concluslon that there was evi'lence
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nethod was enptoyed by Montelth (1958) who innerseal the plate in soit
from hj.s experinental site" Late! investigators (Fuchs anal Tanner 196e,
Mogensen 1970, Biscoe et alia 1917) also used methoits where the flux
pfate r,ras enbedaled ln a granular nedium, usually sand. Fuchs and
Aanner used a slrmetrical arrangemenr ehere the heat generateal by an
electric beate:, placed centrally, passed through one heat flux plate
on each side, the sl'metry ensuling thar half of lhe heat developed
passed through each plate" Biscoe et alia \sed a secondary heater,
$hose outpu! was controlleal to ensure zelo heat ftux throuqh the back
of the plinary heater" Mogensen set up a temperature gradient afong a
colunn of naterial of known conductivity, the ternperature difference
being naintalned by two circulating water baths. a si-Eilar apparatus
was used by Brach and Mack (1969) who sandwiched a heat ftux plate
between ti{o water baths, and useil rhe known dinrensions and thernal
conduclivity of the plate to compuhe the flow of heat for a qiven
temperature difference. Idso (1972) used a technlque originally atevtsed
for the cafibration of long-vrave raaliation neters. The heat flux plate
is tocated near to a heated or cooled blackened metallic plate 1n a
controlted envilonnent. The radlation received by the heat flux plate
is re-raaliated from both surfaces at ver:y nearly equat lates, so that
the flow of heat through the plate nust be equal to half the net ladia-
tion received by the plate. cood agreenent L'as found between the raalia-
tive nethod of calibiation and a conductive.oethod.
Once heat f lux plates ar€ instalLed in the soi l  prof i ler usual ly by
horizontal  insert ion from a pi t  which is backf i r led and lef t  to
equi l ibrate over a period, i t  is vely di f f icul t  and t ine-consuming to
check on thej-! attitude, thermal contact with the soil, depth and
calibration, Roach (1955) unearthed a heat flux plate after one year
of operation at O.15 n alepth and found that it had sunk 20 mn and titted
by 15o. Anchoring the pfate securely will ensule a correct attitude,
but therloal- contact will be lost if the surroundinq soil subsldes"
stearns (1969) used Lettau's (1954) model of  heat di f fusion in inhono-
geneous toedia to check on the callbration and depth of heat ftux plates
in situ, HiSgstr:on (1974) conputed the chanqe in heat content of tne
soil beloiv the heat flux plate over a period of one hour, and eguated
this quantity to the heat flux through the plate.
A nole fundanrental problem of the heaC flux plate was nentloned briefly
by l'lontelth (1958). If the therrnal conductivity of the plate is
different fron that of the soil. the temperature field in the soif will
be disturbed by the presence of the plate, and nore or less heat wi l l
flow through the plate than would have flowed through the saroe area of
soil in the absence of the plate. Portnan (1958) pr:oposed an exponential
forn for this heat flor,/ ratio:
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noisture content, but concluded that a conslstent analysis lncluding
vapour transfer was not possible.
Evidence supporting Phj.Lfp anal ale Vries' nodel was provided by Itadas
(19??) !.ho coxnpared pledicteal and obser.ved values of the thermal
conaluctivity of noist soil, and found that the de Vries i0odel predicted
transfer of heat by vapo\rr qulte accurately in Eteady conilitions, but
underestinated lt unaler nonsteady condltlons. Prealicted values were
close to those observed in noist soll (noistule volune fraction 15s)
but not for dry soi l  {molsture volume fract ion 5t) .
SOII IIEAT FI,UX
In rnany contexts it is not the temperature of the soil that is of
importance, but the flow of heat induced by tenperature gradients.
The soil heat flux assuEes this iloportance in neteorology and hydrology
as a conponent of the energy budget at lhe ground surface.
Soil heat anil the energy bualget
Neglecting the effects of vegetat.ive canopies, the energy budget of
the qround surface may be stated as:
6 .
F N  =  I E  + H  + G 146)
where R-- is net xadiation, ! is the latent heat of vaporisation, E the
actual Svapotransplratlon rate, H the flux of sensible heat to the
atsosphere and G the soil heat flux. The Partltion of the net radiatlon
input into latent heat flux, sensibte heat flux and soil heat fltx has
often been alelermined in the field, but a satisfactory model for
theoreticat prealiction of the relatlve magnilude of the tecns does nof
Penrnan (1948 anC 1963) in setsting uP a heat builge! for the ground
surface, assumeal that storage of heat in the soil would be negtiqible
over a perioal of several ilays, and leduced the heat budget to net
raalialion, evaporatlon and transfer of senstble heat by the atmosphefe,
although he adnitted (Pennan L957) that heat transfer to the soil nay
be iEportant in soue times, places and codlitions.
Soit moisture ltas knoitn to affect evaporation and transpilation in a
sornevrhat uncertaln r{aY (Pe nan 1957), and Phillp (1957) Put forwaral a
theory to quantify the control ererciseal by the soil on the rate of
evaporation from a bare 3oi1 surface. This th€ory necessitateal a
partition of incident energy at the soil surface, and an explanatior
of soil noisture conditions baseal on the ideas of PhiliP and de Vries
(1957).  Eeat f lux was an inPortant factor in the discussion, leading
to the following conclusions:
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calorinetric and coEbination nethods for the determinatlon
of soil heat flur{
there are t!,o $ays of using neasured soil temperatures anal therioal
properties to conpute the soil heat flux. These ate the tenperature
graatient nethod and the tenpeiature lntegral nethod. The first nethod
uses a kno!{n thermaf conductivity and a neasured soi} temPerature
graalient at a given dePth to give the fl'ux of soll heat at that depth.
The second nethoal consists of an integration of the heat content of
the soll befow the glven depth, anil dlfferenttation vrith respect to
tine to qive the heat flux. The diff,ic\rlty of integlating the heat
content for t}le aleeper levels tlas glven rise to the rconibination'
methods, which use an estimateal heat flu* at a lower bounalary.
Ihe terpe?atu"e g!\edient nethod
t'tle heat flux induced by a thertnal gradient is
c(z) = - r#
staley and Gerhardt (r95?) useal a treedle probe to aletennine the thernal
contluctivity l, nhile Kix0ball et aLia (1976 b) comPuted ). by de vries'
(1963) estimation nethod. Although the tesrpelature gradient nethoat is
sufficiently accurate to estiroate the heat flow at depth, fol instance
as a lorer boundary condition for the calorinetric method (KiEba1l and
Jackson 1975, KiDbalf et alict 1976b). the measurement of I for the
upper layers of soil is not easY, anal the thermal conductivltv nay
shor pronounced varlations in the horizontal direction (Buettner 195?,
scharringa 19?6). 
"hus 
for sulface heat fLux, rhich is the quantity
of roost interest to the hydrologist anal roeteorologist, the teBperature
qradient nethod vroulal be lt0Plactical.
IhC_3 9!g!u"p_i"teg!"L_,n9!!94
(50)
(5r )
The tenperature int at method is based on the relation
c( t ,  r ) r (E,r )dE
t ) r ( € ,  t ) d E  +  G ( z o )
which expresses the heat bafance fot the column of soil belolt the
reference depth z. the integral is usually evafuated as the sum
the heat contents of a nunber of layers, The obvious problern of
is the extenslon to infinity of a necessarily finite sequence of
This is overcone in the truncated foro of (51)
G ( z )  =
of,( s l )
layers.
152')
)
a
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d  t o
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l
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In the presence of veqetatlon, the transfer of heat to the soil is
ioodified by the effects of the vegetation canopy, which intercepts most
of the inconlng radiation, and the layer of relativefy stil] air withln
the vegetation. l.{onteirh (1958) perforl0ed experinents with heat ftux
pLates beneath three crops. potatoes, wheat and grass, and found that
while the flux into the soil during the alay was about 20* of net inconlng
radiation, the flux out of, the soil at night was of the same order as tshe
net outgoing radiation, anal often a]-glost equal !o it. Daytlne heat flux
showed a decrease with the devetognent of the crop (due to the interceP-
tlon of inconingr raaliation by the cat\opy), while nocturnal fluxes ivere
stronqly alependent on windspeeal, denonstratlng the effect. of a downwaril
sensibfe heat flux. Montelth went o'I to estlnate possible errors in
evaporation flgnrres consequent on neglect of the soil heat ftux tern,
and concLudeal that during prolongeal periods of fine weather pot€ntial
evaporatlon Day be overestinated by 7t.
Equation (46) describes veltical transfex of energy, such as would be
€xpected on a unlforn plane land surface. In the real r,/orld horizontal
transport of energy nay be irnportant. De Vries (1958b) calculated the
transfer of heat fron a t0ass of narn air llloving laterally fron an area
of atifferent the4tal conditions, and conclualeil that advective energy
could be very inportant, particutarly for irrigated plots in arial
Measurenent of soif heat flux - the heat flux plate
An obvious neeal in the study of the surface energy builget ls a sldPte
methoal for the neasulenent of tbe vertical flux of heat through the
so1l" Eydxologlsts anal neleoxologlsts, encourageal by the relative
uninportance of the net dailv heat flux, have favoured lhe use of a
single sensor, uhlch can be linked easlly to a data acquisltion systen'
Tle heat ftux plate measules the ftow of heat by recoraling the tenpera-
tule alifference across a thin pfate of naterial whose therrnal conductivity
is sinoilar to or greater than that of the soil. Deacon (I95O) descrlbed
the constluction of a heat flux plate consisting of a thin dlsc of
bisnuth cast between two copper discs. tlhe tlisEuth-copper sanalwich
behaved as a thehocquple, producing an e"m.f. of about 86 Uv for a
This early form of heat flux netex was superseded by plates maale of an
insulating material, e.g" Paxolin o! glass, with nultiple lherrocouples
on the faces. Deacon (I95O) constructed a gtass htat flux Plate with an
e.n,f. of about 1?OO UV for a beat flux of 1 KW rn 
-, 
while l'lonteith,
(1958) used a Paxolin plate with a calibralion of 17 rnv for I Kw m -
f tux"
Calibration of the pfates is usually Perforned in the laboratory, in
nediun uith a sinllar thenoal conductivity to that of soll. sone
workers have chosen to otnit this rnediun: for instance Deacon (1950)
pfaceal the alisc in contact with a copPer block with heaters allanged
glve a knolrn vertical flux through the plate. A varlation of this
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i leterninat ion of c(z^) in the tenperature- integial  nethoal.
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The sc ient is t  makes progr :ess in  h ls  f ie td by put t ing forward hypotheses
and test ing then against  observed real i ty .  The s inplest  hypotheses f i t
so i re of  the facts,  perhaps in a qual i ta t ive way,  but  at  ewery stage
there are unaccountabte d iscrepancies requi r ing the next  s taqe of
sophist icat ion in  the work ing hypothesis ,
Four ierrs  moale l  of  conduct ion of  heat  in  the soi l  g ivesa qual i ta t ive
explanat ion of  the facts.  but  spat ia l  inhonoqenei ty  and non-conduct ive
processes leaal  to  a lev iat ions f ron the s inple mode1.  Inhomogenei ty  nay
be inc luded in the nodel  in  a ver t ica l  sense,  but  a delenni - r is t ic
descr ipt ion of  a three-dimensional ty  inhonoqeneous systen nould be
di f f icu l t  to  construct  and of  doubt fu l  va lue.  Models of  non-conduct ive
pr .ocesses such as moisture migrat jcn must  be general ly  appl icable to
be usefu l ,  and current  understandinq of  the topic  fa] Is  far  shor t  c f
a model  wal id  for  a l l  so i ls  in  a l l -  c l inates.
I t  is  important  to  c inta in a c lear  perspect ive in  th is  f ie td as in
any f ie ld of  research.  A model  which fa i ls  at  an ext iene nay be val id
for  many purposes -  for  instance a qood est imate of  the net  dai ly  heat
f lux nay be obta ined by ignor ing heat  s toraqe in rhe upper soi l  layels ,
and computing flow at depth. No inprowenent in the estinate would
resul t  f rom a deta i led understandinq of  processes in  the top fe! . r
cent imetres.  The val ious theor ies of  thernal  nois ture n igrat ion may
be most  usefu l  at  the present  for  determin inq whether  or  not  thermal
t r .ansfer  may be neqtected.
There is a gro\ring novenent in the hydrological literature to incor_
porate probabi l is t ic  concepts in to detern in is t ic  models,  and to queet ion
the conf idence at tached to the values of  paraneters in  envi ronnenta l
systems.  The nani fest  inhomogenei ty  of  so i ls  could welr  be descr ibed
in a stat is t lca l  way,  i r i th  the r :esul t .  that  predict ions would cal ry
uncerta int ies,  and modi f icat ions of  the nodel  would be nade on the
basis of  sensi l iv i ly  analys is .  The extension of  cur ient  nodels to
cover horizontal variation of boundary conditions and physical proper-
t ies wi l t  cer ta in ly  requi re th is  type of  approach'  as wi l l  thc appl ica-
t ion of  prof i le  data to the regional  scale.
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and a 1s a posltlve conslant" Philtp (1961) developed an exact theory
for a plate in the foxro of an oblate spheroid, and proceeded to the
I imit ing form of a Ehin disc, der iv lng Lhe fornula
( r  -  e -1)
Philip set out a nunber of conditions to be satisfied by hea! flux
plates to nininlse the variation of the flux ratio f.
( 1 )
( 2 )
( 3 )
The neter shoutd be maale as thin as possibte and placed $tith
:its nlninun dine$sion i.n the alirection of the heat f,lov/ in
the medium
The neter should be caltbrated for tne range of soll themal
conductivities to be encountered in its use
The themEl conductivity of Lhe meter material shoufd be
naale as great as possible.
qt ls the heat flovr throuqh the plate (transalucer)
o ts the heat flol,l throuoh undisfirrbed soil
L/W is the ratio of thickness to dianeter of the plate
6 = ).r/ls where lt and ls are the conductivitles of the
pfate naterial and soil r:espectlvely
( 4 8 )
( 4 9 )
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Philip considered poor thertml contact to be a serious source of
possible errors, particularLy as the presence of gaps between the neter
and the soil would be unknor,rn to tf,re observer. nrchs and Iradas (1973)
assessed a heat ftux pfate designed by Tannex, and concluded thaL the
aluniniun plates lrith whlch lt was faced r,rere extrenely valuable in
decreasing its contact resistance, presunably by latelaL transfer of
The proper use of Philiprs or Portmanrs equalions, o! an enpirical
calibrati-on of lhe plate for alifferlng 6oi1 themal conductivities,
denands a knorledge of the thenoal conductivity of the soll at Lhe
tinre of neasurerrrent. cary (197I) devised a nethoal, uslng two heat
flux pfates, which woufd efininate thts requirement. rf the metels
are identical in all but their conductivities I, and l-, then the beat
f l , , v  r h r ^ ' , ^ h  f h .  c ^ i l
-  = a^ a: i - - - : r
__ = l  n-n '
where q-  anal  q-  are the heat  f luxes through the t$ro Deters
-! -2
n = qr/q2
n = ^r/^2
and A is a constant to be deterDined by calibxation.
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fhe heat flux at the depth z- nay be evaluated by any of a nunber of
methoals.  swlnbank (1948) us6d equat ion (52),  vr i th G(z-) assuxned
zero, in an attenpt to estimate the thernal conductivily of the
soif, by conbining the te6perature gradient and temperature integral
estinates of G(z) . However the results obtained were very scatter.ed.
carson and Moses (1963) used lhe ter0peralure integral nethod to
estimate the total heat stored during annual and diurnal cycles. The
heat capacity at various depths in the soil profile was neasured by
calor.irnetry, and tenperature alata were obtained using the network of
resistance themoneters descr ibed by carson {1963).  Eeat f lux over
the day was found to follow the net raaliation quite closely.
When heat f lux plates are inserteal in the soi l  prof i le,  est imates of
the surface heat flux must be correcLeal for the heat storage occurring
in the soi l  above the plates. Fuchs anal Tanner (1968) used the
temper:ature-integrat nethod to correct for the flux diverqence in
this layer, and found that the phase shift between surface heat
ffux and the flux at a depth of ?5 mI! was about 90 ninutes, while the
arnpl i tudes {ere in the rat io of approximateLy I :o"7" l ' lhele daity
heat flux measlrrenents wer:e required the heat storage above the heat
f l u x  p l d l e  w o u l d  b e  i n s i q n i f i c d n L .
The heat ffux at the refer:ence depth z- nay be measur:ed by a heat
f lux place. This is desci ibed as a rc6nbinat ion methodr,  and Hanks and
Jacobs (19?1) compared the conrbination nethod with a rcalorinetric
nethod', {hich involved the assumption that the heat flux beloll
sone reference depth was zero. Their conclusion lras that the calori-
netr ic methoal was best,  but Eanks and Tanner (1972),  af ter a nore
aletaileal analysis of the resulLs, stated that an accurate calorinetric
deterninalion requlred measurenents doon to at feast four metres, or
an est inate G(z-),  and that ei t ier method could be used with care.
(19?5) proposed a 'nul t-al ignnent '  nethod, in vrhich
flux was useal. An estinrate of the thernaf
f i rs t  made lor  the deoth r^  (dL say O.2 m).
\ras then estxnaled bY
Kinball and Jackson
a p lane of  zero heat
conductivity ).* was
heat flux at depth z
G *  ( z )  = a -  I " ;
Temperature profile ilala were then used to define a
the temperature gradient,  and hence G(zl  was zero.
of the heat fLur. is then obtained by
depth z- at which
A bctte;  est inate
c ( z )  =  G * { z )  -  G * { z n ) ( s4 )
In computing the surface heat f1ux, KinbaLl e, aLia (1976b), useal an
estimateal ). at a depth of O.2 m, and conclualed that the sophisticatlon
of lbe null-alignsent method was not required for Ehis case, but
est imates of I  by de vr iesr method $ere suff ic ient lv accurate for the
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Lettau (1954) considered the amplttude an and phase on of a
( 1 9 )Tn(z,t)  = an cos (rut -  qn)
to vary l'ith z, as a consequence of the variation
depth. substltuting the expression (19) into the
(r) qives the t!,,o sinultaneous equations
of di f fusivl ty with
diffusior equation
I ' a t +  l { a "  - a  ( o ' ) 2 )  =  o
) . ' a  q l  +  l ( 2 a ' 0 ' + a d ' t )  =  - p c n o a
in lthich the prine siqnifies ilifferentiation lvfth respect to
nay be elildnated fron the equations to give
( 2 0 )
Lettau's equation involveal phase variables from lhe wave of heat flux
corresponding to (r9),  but these were derived by a single di f ferent ia-
t ion of (19),  so thdt (21) represents a more direct developnent '
Equat ion (21) is,  as Lettau stated, an exact equat ion yielding values
of the diffusivity at any depth, but it nust be noted that a large
amount of experinental data is required to evaluale the second
delivatives to a sufficient degree of accuracy.
A consequence of th€ spat ial  vaf, Iat lon of I  is that A2r/Az2 is no
longer in phase with AT/AL. A plot of  one derivat ive against the
othe! wi l l  y ielal  an el l ipse rather than a straight l ine. Lettau
obtained a nrore conrpllcated varlation, denonstrating that other
processes were at work. Fuchs anal Hadas (1972) obtaineal culves
which were closer approxi l iaLionE to el l  ioses (Flqure 5).  I f
independent roeasureroents of heat flux are available, for instance
f lom heat f lux plates, let tau's theory nay be used to calculate
values of l (z) and c(z).  r f  the heat f l r . rx is supposed to consist  of
a a  n o '  -  a 2  ( c ' ) 3  -  2 ( a ' ) ' 7 o '  -  a  a ' o "
c  ( z , t )  =  b  c o s ( n o t  -  B  )
z .  L
(2r)
t 22 )I
I
I
I
I
then the re lat ions for  l (z)
b s ln (c [
and c (z) are
- 8,,) ( 2 3 )
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and
c \ z )
b  B '
n u j  a  c o s ( 0  - p ) 124)
126 )
stearns (1969) useal expressions 123\ and 124) ' but found that deviations
fron c - B = n/4 \terc ve.y snal]. Fuchs and lradas (1972) found fair
agreeroent between values of l (z) and c(z) cornputed from equat ions (23)
and (24) and those obtaineal by hea! flux plates anal estinates based on
the soll constituents.
Mcculloch and Pennan (1956) develoPed a folllufa from (2o), using as
val iables p = -a'r /a,  and q = o'1.  Wlth this change of var lable,
(  2IJ becones
125)
A seconal noalel by Leltau (1962) ltas an attenpt to find an analytical
solution to tne diffusion equation wj.th spatially varying thelnar
properties, such as nay be founal in the upper part of the soif' The
noalel was applied to the moonrs crust, where it was thought that a zone
of low ther:aa1 conducLivitY ltas due to the inpact of microneteorites '
Althouqh in principle an analytical solucion for snoothly varYing
thermal properties is a better approxisEtion to reality than is the
Iayered systen described above, ln Practice difficulty in lntegrating
the equations led to a 'special case' solution where the heat capacity
vras supposeal unifolro with depth. T}le nore general case lDust be solveil
nunerically- Hadas and Fuchs (f973) useil a curve-fitting procedure,
and obtained agreernent ltith neasuleal values of the soil heat flux,
al thouqh the predicLion of cemperature was less accurdte'
convection of he-c by percolatlng-!g!g!
An interesLing extension of the homogeneous conducto! model is the use
of aliurnat waves to measure vertical percotation of ltater. Suzuki
(1950) and stal lnan (1964) devised a nethod for esl imat ing Percolat ion
veloci t ies using the perioal ic solut ion of the convect ion di f fusion
rS+ - 
""0 F = .o
lrhere v is the bulk velocity of fluid novement (percotation rate), c^
and p- are the specific heat and ilensity of water, and c and p are 
'
the "  speci f ic  heat  and densi tY of  the soi l  inc luding the conta jned
water. The term in v causes a discrepancy between the amplitu'le and
phase est imates of  K,  anal  f rom thts d i f ference the percola l ion rate
nay be catcufateal .  Ho! . rever ,  as Let tau (1954) denonstrated,  there are
other  DosslbLe causes of  such inconsistencies.
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